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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the security of the radio link in body
area sensor networks (BASNs). Given that the well be-
ing of a person or its privacy can be compromised, secu-
rity in a BASN is of utmost importance. In this work, we
take a joint encryption/multiple access approach. We use
a direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) multiple access
technique to share a radio channel between multiple sensor
nodes. Unlike standard DSSS techniques, in this work, the
pseudo-noise (PN) code employed to spread the transmitted
signal is changed on a bit-by-bit basis. This new PN code is
generated by a non-linear feedback register. The register is
initialized with a secret key. Not two radio links may use the
same key at any given moment. The nodes begin communi-
cation with each other by employing a publicly known PN
code assignment. They exchange keys using the public PN
codes and then switch into the non-linear, non-repeating PN
code generation. The proposed method has the advantage
of simultaneously securing the radio link and providing a
means for different sensors to share the same radio channel.
This joint approach results in circuit complexity and power
savings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in wireless communications, networking, electron-
ics, and sensor technologies have made possible the design
and implementation of wearable sensor networks. Wear-
able sensor networks, also known as body area sensor net-
works (BASN), are a collection of wearable, ingestible, or
implantable wireless miniature sensors. These sensors can
collectively monitor physiological and activity signals of a
person. BASNs can be employed in hospitals to monitor at-
risk or chronically ill patients, at home to monitor elderly
people, or in the battle field to monitor the soldiers’ vital
signals [1].

To be widely accepted by the public, wearable sensor nodes
have to have a small form factor, i.e., have low circuit com-
plexity and consume minimum energy. Reduced energy con-
sumption will allow the sensor nodes to be powered up by
small batteries that do not have to be replaced frequently.
Moreover, they can be powered by energy harvested from
body heat or body motion.

Security is an important issue in a BASN. As the sensor
nodes communicate wirelessly with each other, an eaves-
dropper equipped with an antenna and a tunable receiver
can easily record physiological information from users with-
out their permission. Moreover, he can launch different at-
tacks on the BASN such as jamming the radio channel, in-
serting fake data packets, flooding the network with traffic,
or altering the contents of packets as they move through
the network. Given that the failure of a BASN might com-
promise the well being of a person, security is of utmost
importance.

At the same time, a BASN has to have a mechanism to al-
low multiple sensor nodes to exchange information without
interfering with each other. A first approach to this prob-
lem will be to assign different transmission and reception
frequencies to each node. However, as the number of sensor
nodes increases, the required frequency band becomes too
large and could conflict with other wireless standards. Other
ways to share a radio channel are time division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA).
In TDMA, each sensor node is assigned time slots for trans-
mission and reception. The sensors are required to have pre-
cision clocks to maintain synchronization with each other.

In CDMA, each sensor node is assigned a unique code that
is used to distinguish its transmitted signals from the oth-
ers. The CDMA scheme considered here is known as direct-
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). In DSSS, a unique pseudo-
noise (PN) code is assigned to each sensor node. The node
multiplies the data to be transmitted with the PN code and
transmits the result. Due to the correlation properties of
the PN codes, the transmissions from different nodes can be
separated. DSSS has the added advantage of being robust
against narrow band radio jammers and interferences.

In this work, we propose to employ a DSSS scheme to pro-
vide nodes with a multiple access mechanism. At the same
time, we secure the radio transmission by changing the PN
code for every bit of information. To keep intruders from fig-
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uring out how the PN codes are changed, a non-linear shift
register is employed to generate these codes. This approach
results in savings in hardware complexity since the hardware
utilized to provide multiple access to the nodes is also uti-
lized to encrypt the data. The reduced hardware will also
consume less power than a separate encryption and multi-
ple access implementation. Thus, the proposed solution is
suitable for wearable sensor nodes.

2. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We propose a hybrid solution that combines the one time
tape cryptographic technique with a DSSS system. The one
time tape technique is an unconditionally secure system in
which the plaintext is combined with a totally random se-
quence of the same length. If the plaintext is represented as
a n-bit binary string, it can be combined with the random
sequence by performing a bitwise XOR operation. The ran-
dom sequence has the same length as the plaintext. As the
name suggests, the random sequence, which is also referred
to as the key, is never used again [2].

On the other hand, a DSSS system works by multiplying
each bit of information with a PN sequence. Because the
PN code or sequence has a wider bandwidth than the data,
the spectrum of the original signal is spread over a larger
frequency band. At the receiver, the spread signal is multi-
plied by a replica of the PN sequence. Assuming that the PN
sequence at the receiver is correctly aligned to the incoming
signal, the original data can be recovered. In a DSSS sys-
tem, the cross-correlation of PN sequences of different users
have values close to zero. At the same time, a single PN se-
quence has low auto-correlation values with shifted versions
of itself. This feature allows to differentiate the transmitted
signal of one user from others and to synchronize the PN
sequence at the receiver with an incoming signal.

The multiplication operation in a DSSS systems is carried
out by XORing the data bits with the PN sequence. The
length of the PN sequence, L, is a function of different pa-
rameters like the number of users, the available spectrum,
and the targeted performance of the system. Typical values
of L range from 16 to 256. Because the same PN sequence
is used to spread every bit of information, an intruder can
figure out, without too much effort, the sequence employed
by listening to the transmissions.

In both the one time tape and in DSSS a XOR operation and
the generation of random sequences are required. Since in a
BASN a multiple access mechanism like the DSSS is needed
regardless of what type of security is employed, we exploit
the common hardware with the one time tape technique to
provide security and multiple access simultaneously. How-
ever, notice that unlike DSSS, in the one time tape technique
the random sequence is never used again.

We employ a different PN code for different bits of the data.
In other words, the PN codes are changed from bit to bit.
To accomplish that, a very long pseudo-random sequence
of length N × L is generated. The first L bits are used to
encode the first bit of data, the second L bits to encode
the second bit of data and so on. After N bits of data the
random sequence will repeat itself. The repetition of the
pseudo-random sequence is unavoidable and stems from the

fact the practical random sequence generators are digital
and therefore have a finite number of states. However, by
making N very large, attempts to figure out the pseudo-
random sequence become impractical.

Arbitrarily long pseudo-random sequences can be generated
by a number of different techniques like linear and non-linear
feedback shift registers. The drawback of linear feedback
shift registers (LFSR) is that a relatively small portion of
the output sequence can be used as the seed of the generator
to produce the rest of the sequence. We propose to employ
a non-linear generator due to its clear security advantages.
Different non-linear generators have been proposed in the
literature [3], [4].

Here we refer to the seed of the random sequence generator
as the key. Before establishing a secure communication link,
a pair of nodes have to agree on a key. The problem of key
management and distribution in sensor networks has been
addressed extensively in the literature. Suitable key man-
agement for BASNs have been proposed and include ran-
dom key predistribution (RKP), structured key-pool ran-
dom key predistribution (SK-RKP), shared key discovery,
among others [5]. These methods have the advantage of re-
quiring reduced memory space making them a good option
for BASNs.

3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed the security of the radio link in a body
area sensor network. We took a joint encryption/multiple
access approach. Multiple access to the radio channel is
provided by a DSSS technique. The PN code employed to
spread the transmitted signal is also used to provide security.
This has the advantage of simultaneously securing the radio
link and providing a means for different sensors to share the
same radio channel. This joint approach results in circuit
complexity and power savings.
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